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7 April 2008 
 
 
Vehicle Fuel Economy Standard Project 
Land Transport Environment & Safety Group 
Ministry of Transport 
PO Box 3175 
WELLINGTON 6140 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam 
 

Improving the fuel economy of vehicles entering the NZ fleet 
 
Introduction 
 
The New Zealand Automobile Association (NZAA) welcomes the opportunity to provide 
comment on the fuel economy standard discussion document. 
 
As an organisation representing over 1.2 million vehicle owners and drivers in New Zealand, 
we pay close attention to any proposals that could impact upon the cost and availability of 
motor vehicles.  
 
We circulated details of the discussion document for comment to our 17 District Councils. The 
AA District Councils are representative of the membership and deal with policy issues. 
Feedback from our District Councils has been used to inform our submission which is detailed 
below. We hope that you find our submission helpful, and welcome the opportunity for further 
input.  
 
Summary 
 
From the outset, we would like to restate the contribution that private cars make to New 
Zealand’s total greenhouse gas emissions. In the executive summary, the MoT suggests light 
vehicles contribute 13%, but in the introduction this is stated as 10%. Yet, our analysis of data 
from the Ministry for the Environment shows the contribution from private light vehicles is 8%1. 
Although the NZAA supports initiatives to improve the fuel economy and emissions of the NZ 
fleet, any policies to reduce light vehicle emissions, and the associated costs of those policies, 
should be in proportion to the share they contribute. 
 
There is a lack of data on the compliance costs of the proposals, and the NZAA would like to 
see more analysis of the actual CO2 savings versus costs. 
 
While the option the MoT has selected is to regulate a fuel economy standard, the NZAA is 
surprised and disappointed the additional education and information option was not chosen. 
Research suggests that up to 30% of fuel consumption can be saved through more efficient 
driving, and the NZAA is highly supportive of present initiatives such as fuel economy labels, 
rightcar and fuelsaver websites, and the Future Fleet roadshow. We believe over time these 
programmes will prove effective, and would be further enhanced through additional education 
and information, fleet initiatives, and other voluntary measures like fuel efficient driver training 
courses. The NZAA believes the MoT should investigate solutions which are more beneficial 
than legislative measures, and that impose fewer compliance costs. 

                                                
1
 Review of Climate Change Policies, Ministry for the Environment, November 2005 (s. 4.1.3)  
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None of the three options to implement a regulated fuel economy standard recognise the actual 
annual fuel consumption of given vehicles, and therefore their net emissions. But whether 
through tradable credits, levies or an industry-administered carbon offset scheme, buyers of 
less-efficient models may be penalised, through a higher retail price, when in practice they may 
use the car less and thus consume less fuel than someone who drives more using a car which 
meets the target (and who was thus not penalised at purchase). We consider more analysis is 
needed on the actual CO2 emissions of light vehicles, and the relative contribution of less-
efficient vehicles as a proportion of the fleet. 
 
The most effective tool to reduce fuel consumption and emissions is through the price of fuel. 
The current high price, including excise, coupled with forthcoming emissions-related charges 
(ETS, biofuels), will encourage motorists to voluntarily reduce their fuel consumption. 
Supported by the rightcar and fuelsaver websites and economy labels, we believe that many of 
those with less efficient vehicles will trade into more efficient models, whereas others who need 
or want bigger-engined vehicles might learn to drive more efficiently or simply drive less. But 
under the regulated fuel economy standard, some motorists (except the wealthy) won’t have 
the option of buying the vehicle that suits their needs because the purchase price will be 
artificially raised irrespective of the vehicle’s net emissions in use. In a sense, some consumers 
will pay twice – through emissions charges on the price of fuel (and the cost of biofuels), plus 
the cost of tradable credits, levies or industry carbon offsets. 
 
There is also a safety trade-off in encouraging the uptake of more efficient, often smaller, 
vehicles, which has not been fully explored in the discussion document. The NZAA calls for 
more research into buyer behaviour and the likely affect these proposals will have on 
purchasing patterns, net emissions, and safety.  
 
Consideration should be given to developing a ‘best in class’ criteria so that buyers who 
purchase vehicles that are ‘fit for purpose’ are not penalised if they choose the most efficient in 
the class. These criteria (including safety) could be applied as part of minimum standards for 
public and private fleets, with incentives like a Fringe Benefit Tax discount or lower insurance 
premiums for vehicles that meet the standards. 
 
The three options for regulating a fuel economy standard all have differing flaws. The tradable 
credits option could lead to certain models being restricted, or importers withholding trading 
credits on the open market as an anti-competitive measure. A vehicle levy scheme will merely 
price certain models off the market, potentially discriminating against all but the wealthy. In both 
cases, the suggested penalties for vehicles exceeding the standard are too high. The industry 
code of compliance may have the most merit, but if this is not open to all importers (including 
privateers) then a scheme of credits or levies will still need to be developed, which we consider 
would be inequitable.  
 
Comments on the discussion document 
 
Our comments on the sections of the discussion document and specific questions follow: 
 
What will the standard be? 
The proposed standard is based on the NZEECS target of 170g CO2/km emissions by 2015 
(European drive cycle). This is set according to the current fleet average on 210-213g CO2/km. 
That figure is based on data collected for new vehicles and used imports, however in the case 
of used imports, emissions data is only collected for vehicles built from 2000-on.  
3. Given the volume of used cars built before 2000 but imported since then, it is likely that 

NZ’s true average emissions is greater than 213g CO2/km, and therefore the stepped 
reduction to 170g CO2/km in 2015 may need be revised upwards accordingly. 
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5. It may be reasonable to step the standard down in equal intervals, but these are unlikely to 

coincide with technology improvements so will be somewhat arbitrary. For example, are 
there emissions standards in the European Union, Japan or USA, or technological 
developments by manufacturers, which are delivering average emissions reductions of 
20% every two years? The adoption of any standards should be consistent with those 
implemented in source countries (and not just Europe or Japan, which are adopting stricter 
emissions standards than Australia, for example), but time-adjusted to allow for the lag in 
importing used cars built to those standards. In any case, the stepped emissions reduction 
may need to be reduced if the 2015 target is raised as per our comments in 3 above. 

 
6. Given the contribution heavy vehicles make to NZ’s net emissions (5.9%1), some 

consideration should be given to developing a similar standard for them too. 
 
7. Light vehicles built before 1990 should be exempted, just as they are from the Vehicle 

Exhaust Emissions Rule (or otherwise vehicles more than 20 years old). Cars meeting the 
definition of ‘special interest vehicle’ (under 20 years) or ‘low volume vehicle’, and 
motorsport vehicles, should be similarly excluded. Exemptions may also be appropriate for 
light emergency vehicles, or purpose-specific vehicles which spend a significant amount of 
time off-road, such as 4WD safari tours.  

 
 In consideration of light commercial vehicles which are bought for a specific purpose, 

perhaps MB and MC class vehicles could be exempted. 
 
 Consideration should also be given to exempting private importers (who import less than 3 

vehicles in a 12-month period), as the proposed schemes either cannot be applied to their 
circumstances, or will prove complex and costly to comply with (if private importers are 
exempted, then there will be no need to exempt ‘special interest vehicles’ separately).  

 
8. Vehicles which cannot provide European or Japanese fuel economy test figures should not 

be prohibited from entry, as the document concedes, but we consider applying a penalty 
rate of 400g CO2/km to be far too high. With a possible $100/g penalty under the vehicle 
levy scheme, this would impose an unreasonable $23,000 fine on a vehicle exceeding the 
2015 standard; or double under tradable credits. Such vehicles are likely to be in the 
minority, and more likely to be private imports. Perhaps the penalty rate should be no more 
than the average for vehicles manufactured in that year (i.e. if built in 2006, then the figure 
would be 213g CO2/km), or the average emissions for the year of entry plus 50%, or some 
formula based on engine size or vehicle weight which typically correlates with economy.  

 
10. While plug-in hybrids can be solely powered by battery, in practice they may not be and will 

probably consume some fuel, so they should be distinguished from ‘full electrics’ with a fuel 
economy value somewhere between a full electric’s 75g CO2/km and that of an equivalent 
standard hybrid.  

   
11. Standard biofuel-compatible vehicles should not be treated any differently under the fuel 

economy standard as the emissions reductions from the maximum permissible retail 
biofuel blends – assuming the owner consumes them – are negligible (and the pump price 
of biofuels should be sufficient incentive anyway). However, flex-fuel models, like E85 
variants, probably should have a lower economy value attributed to them, proportionate to 
the CO2 emissions reduction of an E85 blend – provided such a fuel is widely available. 

 
 
Options for implementation of this standard 
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The NZAA believes there are a number of problems with all three proposed options. All are 
designed for the import industry and, except for the levy option, are not really applicable for 
private importers.  
 
All three options will impose administration costs on industry, which have not been explored or 
quantified in the discussion document. Those costs will inevitably be passed onto consumers, 
and it is unknown whether they will exceed the potential emissions savings the schemes 
suggest. 
 
With tradable credits or levies, it is unclear how the importer will be defined. In the case of used 
imports, is this the importer, or dealer arranging compliance? For new cars, is this marque 
specific, agent specific or distributor specific?  
 
For example, the importer for Lamborghini in NZ, Independent Prestige, would have no hope of 
earning any credits (and potentially sell no cars if a ban was imposed instead of penalties), as 
the only other brands it represents are Aston Martin and Bentley. The same could apply to 
Ferrari, which is imported by Continental Car Services, although they also deal in fuel-efficient 
Fiats, Peugeots and VWs, sales of which would provide credits to offset Ferraris. Yet Fiats are 
officially imported by Ateco Automotive, and VW’s by European Motor Distributors, so would 
they only earn the credits or Continentals? Under this scenario, only European Motor 
Distributors could continue to sell sports/prestige models like Porsche, which it also imports.  
 
The only option for Independent Prestige and possibly Continental Car Services would be to 
purchase credits off other importers, yet those importers could withhold credits from the market 
as an anti-competitive measure. For example, European Motor Distributors’ wide range of 
marques (VW, Audi, Skoda and Porsche) include many small, efficient models which will more 
than offset its less-efficient sports/luxury models. But it is unlikely to want to sell them to 
competitors marketing Ferraris or Lamborghinis. Of course, there are other importers who 
might be willing to trade, but clearly the system is open to gross manipulation and is likely to 
impose anti-competitive tariffs. 
 
Alternatively, the tradable credits option could lead to a change in distributors. Continentals 
could sell its Ferrari franchise to European Motor Distributors. But other than being forced to 
sell its business, nothing has really changed as the marque will continue to sell. Which begs the 
question – why bother? 
 
Yet collective sales of these specialist models are small (100 units in 2007 for Aston Martin, 
Bentley, Ferrari, Lamborghini and Maserati combined), and thus make only a small contribution 
to NZ’s vehicle emissions, but motorists could be denied the freedom to buy vehicles they 
desire under the tradable credits option. Granted, few NZAA Members purchase such cars, but 
nevertheless, option 1 will penalise some vehicles for no meaningful reduction in emissions, 
and as such should be rejected if it can’t be made fair.     
 
Under option 2, the vehicle levy scheme, importers of sports/prestige marques are less likely to 
be disadvantaged. With this sector of the market, price is less of a determinant, so any levy 
would simply add to the purchase price, probably without significantly effecting demand or 
buyer behaviour (which brings into question the merit of the scheme, other than as a form of 
wealth tax). But the vehicle levy will affect popular large family cars or trades vehicles, both 
new and used. 
 
Take for example Holden’s VE Commodore, NZ’s most popular selling model (6,307 of all 
versions sold in 2007 compared to 5,081 for runner-up Toyota Corolla). It may well be the 
Government’s desire to encourage people to shift out of Commodores into smaller models like 
the Corolla, but the fact remains that under the unimpeded free market (aside from fuel excise), 
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New Zealanders seem to prefer bigger cars, be they for lifestyle, safety or comfort reasons. 
Under this proposal, buyers of Commodores would have to pay a levy, irrespective of how 
much fuel they consume each year (owners might have a smaller Corolla-type car for regular 
use). This is likely to be several thousand dollars – using the illustrative penalty of $100/g in the 
discussion document, as much as $8000 by 2015. With prices for new Commodores starting at 
$45,000, this represents an imposition of 17% tax on what is an affordable, well-specified (4-
star ANCAP rating) family car. Compare that to Toyota’s new 4-star Corolla, the highest-
specification model which retails up to $37,000 (but without the benefit of ESC, unlike the 
Commodore). Its little wonder cars like the Commodore are popular, even with a six-cylinder 
engine and high fuel prices. But such a penalty will make this safer car unaffordable to many 
New Zealanders. The NZAA is concerned that that safety implications of the proposed policy 
are not fully understood and have not been considered. 
 
While under the tradable credits scheme, Holden might be able to offset emissions by selling 
more efficient models like the (2-star) Barina and (4-star) Astra and Viva (despite their 
combined sales of 1,390 in 2007 being far less than for the Commodore range). But under the 
levy scheme, some consumers will simply be denied choice. As a result, they might choose to 
retain their existing vehicle (perhaps an older Commodore or similar), which is likely to have a 
lower safety standard and poorer emissions. Some, of course may choose to trade in for a 
more efficient (but possibly more compromised) car (they’re unlikely to be able to afford a more 
efficient European large car, which cost more). A possible unintended consequence of this 
scheme is that late model used Commodores, Falcons and the like sold before the introduction 
of the regulated economy standard will become more sought after and fetch higher prices, 
making it even harder for owners of older cars to trade up to a newer, safer large car that suits 
their needs. 
 
For used imports, the vehicle levy will simply price certain vehicles off the market, as the impact 
on the retail price will so great as to make importing them uneconomic. This is most likely to 
affect large people carriers, SUVs, and heavy-duty light commercials, denying some 
consumers the ability to buy affordable vehicles which meet their particular needs. 
   
Both options 1 and 2 also risk the potential of importers bringing in too many vehicles in a given 
year which exceed the standard (perhaps deliberately), being subjected to penalties, and then 
simply choosing to go out of business rather than pay (perhaps only to set up shop later under 
a different guise). This would be disadvantageous to those legitimate importers who choose to 
work within the credit or levy systems.  
 
12. The registered importer scheme, requiring importers to pay a bond which is forfeited if they 

exceed the standard, could be investigated further. Given our slight preference for option 3 
(13, below), a key disadvantage being that either option 1 or 2 would still need to operate 
in parallel for ineligible importers, then perhaps the bond scheme could be run as that 
alternative instead. Perhaps the cost and complexity of this option would encourage 
importers to participate in the industry code of compliance.    

 
13. Of the three options offered, the NZAA favours none, although we concede the industry 

code of compliance (3) is likely to be the less restrictive in terms of vehicle choice, while 
encouraging importers to sell more efficient models to reduce their penalties. The penalties 
themselves are likely to be lower than the other options, and rather than being applied only 
to vehicles which exceed the standard, the importer can choose to spread the penalties 
across all models, thereby preserving choice for models that may otherwise be priced out 
of the market, while still contributing to emissions reductions through purchasing carbon 
offsets. However the option is not inclusive, and there is a risk some importers will forfeit. 
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14. The NZAA does not support banning models that don’t meet the standard, and therefore 
would prefer a penalty option to apply if importers do not obtain enough credits. Such a 
ban would be difficult for importers to manage, by initially having to supply compliant 
models in order that they can later sell vehicles which exceed the standard – the law of 
supply and demand doesn’t work that way. 

 
15. The penalties may be effective in restricting the import of some of the most inefficient 

‘standard’ vehicles, but its impossible to know whether they will actually be effective in 
reducing the average fleet emissions since this is a product of net annual fuel 
consumption. Although the penalties have not been set, the discussion document gives 
some direction as to thinking in this area. We consider these to be excessive. Whatever 
the final grams of CO2/km penalty is, it is likely to be completely arbitrary and bear no 
relation to actual emissions. That is to say, if one tonne of CO2 is currently being traded at 
€30, then surely the penalty above the 170g CO2/km target should be a proportion of that? 
For example, a Holden Commodore VE emitting 250g CO2/km (an additional 80g) would 
pay just €0.0024…a figure so low as to be ineffective, yet equally there is no justification as 
to why it should be some dreamt up figure of $100 or $200 per gram. The document does 
suggest that the value of tradable credits would be ‘set by the market’ but its difficult to see 
that the market would set anything as high as the illustrated figure of $200/g, suggesting 
that there may be some intervention in setting these penalties. 

 
 Some analysis should be undertaken as to the ‘price point’ at which buyer behaviour would 

be influenced. Options 1 and 2 will effectively levy a fixed fee (calculated on excess 
emissions) irrespective of purchase price. For some lower value cars, especially used 
imports, this fee will be unnecessarily and disproportionately high to achieve the desired 
effect, yet for the sports/luxury models illustrated above a similar-sized penalty may have 
no influence. More work also needs to be done on why people choose the cars they buy. In 
the case of new cars, the most economical also tend to be the cheapest and yet sales 
statistics show consumers already choose to spend more to buy less economical vehicles.  

 
16. It would be preferable that the schemes were cost neutral, that is, revenue from penalties 

for cars over the standard could fund incentives to stimulate sales of cars exceeding the 
target (i.e. lowering the retail price). Otherwise, any additional Crown revenue resulting 
from these schemes (after offsetting administration costs which should not be imposed on 
industry) should be used for promoting and supporting existing initiatives like the fuelsaver 
and rightcar websites, fuel economy labels, as well as directed towards other programmes 
such as developing fuel efficient driver training courses. 

 
17. Rather than penalising importers for selling vehicles which the market demands, or 

restricting sales for certain models, some inducements could be offered to buyers of 
efficient cars – if it could be demonstrated that this would stimulate sales. These could 
include rebates, reduced FBT, or lower Road User Charges for efficient diesels. 

 
18. We believe an industry-administered code of compliance is a workable option, and may 

also be simpler and cheaper to administer than either option 1 or 2 overseen by a 
Government agency. There is no reason why parallel schemes cannot be run by other 
industry groups, i.e. by the MIA for new vehicles, and IMVDA or MTA for used. 

 
Benefits and costs of the standard 
19. Overall, the NZAA does not believe any of the three options will make worthwhile 

reductions in light vehicle emissions. The cumulative reductions in CO2 emissions from 
business-as-usual by 2025, estimated in the document at between 2.4–3.2% depending on 
the option, are probably fair estimates. But that’s off a base of 8% of NZ’s total emissions 
being from private cars. In other words that’s a reduction from 8% to just 7.8% by 2025, 
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which doesn’t seem much considering the costs that will be imposed on consumers. By 
comparison, up to 30% of fuel is wasted by inefficient driving, and if investment was made 
in training drivers, perhaps total light vehicle emissions could fall from 8% to 5%. 

 The NZAA questions why the Government has a strong focus on legislation changes, 
mandatory standards and penalties, but totally ignores the larger opportunity of changes to 
driver behaviour through education and maximising savings across the entire fleet. 

 
20. The discussion document estimates the net reduction in CO2 emissions by 2025 to be 

worth $44m. Using the 2007 average of 213g CO2/km, it would be helpful to compare this 
to the penalties that would be applied (at $100 or $200/g) across all vehicles sold in 2007 
which exceed that level, by the amount each individual vehicle surpasses this figure. We 
suspect these penalties would far exceed the value of carbon emissions expected to be 
saved. While motorists probably should pay for the cost of the environmental impact of 
their transport choices, they should not pay any more.  

 
 The NZAA agrees with the comments in the discussion document, that imposing a fuel 

economy standard may compromise the safety of the fleet. This is totally unacceptable. We 
will strongly oppose any schemes which lower the safety standard of new and used 
imports. This could be by inadvertently encouraging consumers to purchase motorcycles 
instead, or by increasing sales of smaller vehicles which may have a poorer safety profile. 
These are genuine risks, and we do not support compromising the safety of the fleet in any 
way. The earlier example of the Commodore vs. Corolla (ESC) is a classic example of this.   

 
21. As we have previously stated, options 1 and 2 especially will impose unreasonable costs 

on consumers (except the wealthy), and deny consumers, commercial operators (e.g. 
taxis) and tradepersons the right to purchase vehicles they want or need, and potentially 
put safety at risk.  

 
22. Although option 3 is estimated to have the lowest cumulative emissions reduction, the 

figure is not substantially lower than options 1 or 2, and given it will be easier to administer 
and impose lower costs on consumers, the NZAA considers this to be a reasonable trade-
off. 

 
Recommendation 
 
The NZAA proposes a suite of measures to encourage uptake of more fuel-efficient vehicles: 
 

 a less stringent emissions standard, more reflective of the fleet profile, with lower penalties 
(tax) imposed at the point of entry, and applied as a tax credit against models exceeding 
the standard; 

 minimum standards for local and central government fleets (including safety); 

 adjusting the Fringe Benefit Tax to favour cars which meet the minimum emissions and 
safety standard or that are ‘best in class’ (fit for purpose); 

 fuel efficient driver education for fleet drivers, but also promoted to private drivers; 

 greater promotion of rightcar and fuelsaver websites, and exploring additional information 
and education options; 

 lower Road User Charges for (very) light diesels. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Mike Noon 
General Manager Motoring Affairs  
New Zealand Automobile Association Incorporated 


